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5 Biomembranes
5.1 Motivation
Biological membranes are thin, ﬂexible, selectively permeable surfaces that separate
cells and their organelles from their environments. Biomembranes form closed struc-
tures with an internal face oriented toward the interior of the compartment and an
external face presented to the environment. Each type of cellular membrane has cer-
tain distinctive activities determined largely by the unique set of proteins associated
with that membrane. We can distinguish two different types of membrane proteins (i)
integral proteins, which partly or entirely penetrate the membrane, and (ii) peripheral
proteins, which are laterally attached to one side of the membrane. Biomembranes are
typically asymmetric, their interior and exterior faces can carry different proteins and
have different properties.
Although biological membranes may have different properties and functions, all mem-
branes share a common structural architecture that we will address in this chapter.
They are rich in phospholipids, which spontaneously form a characteristic bilayer
structures in water. Membrane proteins and lipids can diffuse laterally or sideways
throughout the membrane, giving them their characteristic appearance of a ﬂuid rather
than a solid.
Figure 5.1: Electron microscopy of the cell membrane stained with osmium tetroxide illustrating the polar
head groups with a light 2nm space of hydrophobic tails sandwiched between them, adopted from [1]
Given the variable composition of cellular membranes, how can we be that the phos-
pholipid bilayer structure is common to all biomembranes? Electron microscopy of
thin membrane sections provides the most direct evidence for the universality of the
bilayer structure. Osmium tetroxide can be used for staining of phospholipids since it
binds strongly to the polar head groups. A cross section of a single membrane stained
with osmium tetroxide looks like a railroad track. Figure 5.1 shows two thin dark lines,
the stained head group complexes, and a uniform 2nm light space of the hydrophobic
tails sandwiched between them.
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5.1.1 Lipid bilayers
In cell biology, the notion membrane is typically associated with the phospholipid
bilayer and the proteins associated with it. In aqueous solutions, these proteins es-
sentially display two kinds of non-covalent interactions which are referred to as hy-
drophobic and hydrophilic. Long polymer molecules typically tend to adopt conﬁr-
mations, in which non-polar residues are predominantly sequestered such that they
avoid contact with water. The non-polar residues are said to be hydrophobic or water-
avoiding. Polymer molecules favor conﬁrmations, in which the polar head groups
are exposed to water. The polar head groups are referred to as being hydrophilic or
water-loving. A typical example is the arrangement of fatty acids at an oil water in-
terface, where the hydrophilic polar heads would typcially be oriented towards the
water phase while the hydrophobic tails would be oriented towards the oil phase, see
ﬁgure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Oil water interface. Characteristic arrangement of fatty acid molecules with hydrophilic polar
head group oriented towards the water phase and hydrophobic tail oriented towards the oil phase
From an energetic point of view, lipid bilayers show an attractive arrangement since
they display both hydrophobic and hydrophilic interactions. The nonpolar fatty acid
chains of the phospholipid molecules are sequestered together away from the water
sandwiched between the polar head groups to maximize hydrophobic interactions. At
the same time, the ionic polar head groups are in direct contact with the aqueous phase
to maximize hydrophilic interactions. This dual nature of the molecules is referred to
as amphiphilic.
For energetic reasons, each lipid bilayer has an inherent optimal microstructure with
and optimal spacing between the lipid molecules. Any perturbation to this optimal ar-
rangement disturbes this energetically favorable microstructure. The lipid bilayer thus
exhibits an inherent resistance to deformations that cause shape changes. Typical ex-
amples are extension, for which the spacing between the head groups would increase
throughout the membrane, or bending for which the head group spacing would in-
crease on the outside while it would decrease on the inside, see ﬁgure 5.3.
One of the key issues of this chapter is the identiﬁcation of characteristic macroscopic
paramteres that display the nature of these intermolecular effects in a phenomenolog-
ical way and account for the resistance of the cell membrane to extension, shear and
bending. To this end, we will ﬁrst look at a lipid bilayer structure that everybody can
easily reproduce and elaborate at home, the structure of soap bubbles. When having
understood how soap bubbles behave and how they can be described by mathemati-
cal equations, we will turn to elaborating the structural behavior of the cell membrane
which is slightly more complicated but obey a similar set of equations from a mathe-
matical point of view.
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Figure 5.3: Inﬁnitesimal element of the cell membrane subject to tension causing in plane deformation
and shear (left) and bending causing out of plane deformation (right)
5.1.2 Soap bubbles
Soap bubbles are fascinating structures that display many similar features as the cell
membrane. They can be used as model system to illustrate the qualitative behavior
of a lipid bilayer. Soap bubbles are an excellent example of a self-assembled system.
Their surface consists of a thin layer of water trapped between two layers of surfactant,
typically soap. The surfactant possesses hydrophilic heads attracted to the thin water
layer. Its hydrophobic tails form the inner and outer surface of the bubble as sketched
ﬁgure 5.4. When being disturbed, the bubble pops.
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Figure 5.4: Lipid bilayer of soap bubbles - characteristic arrangement of soap molecules with a thin
water layer being sandwiched between the hydrophilic polar head groups while the hydrophobic tails are
oriented to the non-polar air
The spherical shape of a soap bubble nicely displays the principle of energy mini-
mization. Surface tension causes the bubble to form a sphere because this shape, as
proposed by Archimedes and proven rigorously by Schwarz in 1884, is the minimal
surface enclosing a ﬁxed given volume. The spherical shape can be visibly distorted
by additional external forces, you can easily test this by blowing against the bubble
surface. If a bubble is subject to an enviroment without any additional external forces
acting on it, however, it should always remain nearly spherical as displayed in ﬁgure
5.5.
An interesting question to ask about soap bubbles is what is the radius r of a soap bub-
ble that is blown up at a pressure Dp? Here Dp = pint   pout would be the pressure
difference between the inside and outside of the bubble. To answer this question, we
consider spherical soap bubble with initial radius r, that has a surface of A = 4p r2
and a volume of V = 4
3p r3. The inﬂation of the surface induces an internal energy
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Figure 5.5: Lipid bilayer of soap bubbles - characteristic arrangement of soap molecules with a thin
water layer being sandwiched between the hydrophilic polar head groups while the hydrophobic tails are
oriented to the non-polar air
Wint which is assumed to be proportional to the increase in membrane surface A. In
the simplest case, Wint = g A where, for now, g is introduces as a mere proportionality
constant. Its unit is obvioulsy force per length and its physical interpretation will be
discussed later. The external work Wext is equal to the pressure difference Dp acting on
the enclosed volume V, such that Wext = DpV. The total energy W of the bubble thus
consists of the internal energy Wint and the external energy Wext.
W(r) = W
int  W
ext with
Wint = g A = g4p r2
Wext = DpV = Dp 4
3p r3 (5.1.1)
The minimum of the overall energyW with varying bubble radius r is obviously equiv-
alent to the vanishing ﬁrst variation dW with respect to r.
W(r) ! min dW(r) . = 0 with
dWint = g8p r
dWext = Dp4p r2 (5.1.2)
Evaluating the above equation g8p r   Dp4p r2 . = 0 we obtain the following simple
relation between the pressure difference Dp and the bubble radius r
Dp = 2g
1
r
(5.1.3)
which has been developed independently by Young and Laplace more than 200 years
ago [7,12]. In the literature, equation (5.1.3) is referred to as the Young-Laplace equa-
tion. The historical controversy about its development is documented by Müller &
Strehlow [8]. We will see later how this equation for spherical membranes such as
soap bubbles can be derived in a more rigorous form.
The cohesive forces between liquid molecules are responsible for the phenomenon
which is referred to as surface tension. Cohesive forces between molecules are shared
betweenallneighboringmolecules. Unlikemoleculesinthebulkoftheliquid, molecules
close to the surface are surrounded by neighboring molecules from only one side.
These molecules on the surface thus exhibit stronger attractive forces upon their near-
est neighbors than do those on the inside. This enhancement of intermolecular attrac-
tive forces close to the surface is called surface tension, see ﬁgure 5.9.
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Figure 5.6: Air water interface - molecular interpretation of surface tension
More than a century ago, an illustrative set of experiments on surface tension was car-
ried out by Boys [2]. You can easily visualize the effect of surface tension by carefully
laying down a paper clip on a surface of water. Although the density of the paper clip
should be higher than that of water and you would expect it to sink down, it actually
ﬂoats on top of the water surface due to surface tension.
Surface tension Surface tension is typically measured in force per length related to
theunitsdynespercm. Since1dyne=10mN,1dyne/cm=1mN/m. Alternatively, es-
pecially in thermodynamics, the notion surface energy is used instead. Surface energy
is measured in ergs per length squared, where one eng, the force of one dyne exerted
for a distance of one cm is equal to gram centimeter squared per second squared g
cm2/s2 or, equivalently, 10 7 joules. The surface tension of water at room temperature
is gwater=72 dynes/cm, ethanol has a lower surface tension of gethanol=22 dynes/cm and
mercury has a surface tension as large as gmercury=465 dynes/cm.
5.1.3 Cell membranes
The most intriguing of all biomembranes is the cell membrane, a semipermeable phos-
pholipid bilayer common to all living cells. This lipid bilayer which is approximately 6
nm thick consists of a variety of different biopolymers the most common of which are
proteins, lipids and oligosaccharides.
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Figure 5.7: Lipid bilayer of the cell membrane - characteristic arrangement of phospholipid molecules
with hydrophilic polar head groups being oriented towards the aqueous phase while the hydrophobic
tails are oriented towards the non-polar inside
On the inside, the lipid bilayer serves as attachment for the cytoskeleton which is pri-
marily responsible to controll the cell shape, see ﬁgure 5.7. On the outside, the cell
membrane plays an important role in attaching to the extracellular matrix. Speciﬁc
proteins embedded in the cell membrane can act as molecular signals and to allow for
cell to cell interaction. In funghi, bacteria and plants, the cell membrane is further sur-
rounded by the cell wall. In an aqueous environment, the intact cell membrane seeks
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Figure 5.8: Lipid bilayer of cell membrane - characteristic arrangement of phospholipid molecules with
hydrophilic polar head groups being oriented towards the aqueous phase while the hydrophobic tails are
oriented towards the non-polar inside
to attain its lowest energy level. Accordingly, the nonpolar aminoacid residues of its
proteins and the fatty acid chains of its phospholipids will typically be sequestered fur-
thest away from the aqueous solvent. The ionic and polar head groups of the proteins,
the lipids and the oligosaccharides, in turn, will seek to be in contact with water, see
ﬁgure 5.8. Perhaps the most important lesson learned from the study of pure phospho-
lipid bilayer membranes is that they spontaneously seal to form closed structures that
separate two aqueous compartments. In the conﬁguration of a plain sheet with ends in
which the hydrophobic interior are in contact with water, bilayers are unstable. Their
typical spherical architecture with no ends is the most stable state of a phospholipid
bilayer.
5.2 Energy
From a structural mechanics point of view, biomembranes are characterized through
their very thin structure. As you have seen, the lipid bilayer of the cell membrane has
a thickness of approximately 6 nm. The typical dimensions of a cell are at least of the
orderof mm. Therefore, itisquitecommontotreatbiomembranesasshellstructures. In
general, the notion of shells is associated with thin, curved structures that are subjected
to loads that can cause in plane stretches and shear and out of plane bending. A special
case of shells, a ﬂat shell of zero curvature, would be referred to as a plate. Shells are
structural elements for which one dimension, the thickness, is much smaller than their
two other dimensions, the length and the width. Based on this dimensional restriction,
speciﬁc kinematic assumptions can be made that signiﬁcantly reduce and simplify the
set of governing equations of three dimensional continua.
5.2.1 The Kirchhoff Love theory
The kinematic assumptions that seem reasonable for biomembranes are based on the
classical von Kármán theory. The von Kármán theory implies that the displacements
are small, while the rotations of the shell’s mid surface can be moderate. Of course,
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moderate is a rather vague characterization, but what is actually ment by it is rotations
of up to the order of 10o or 15o. A detailed comparison of shell kinematics is provided
by Flügge [6], see also Reddy [10] for a more recent overview. In the von Kármán
theory, the displacements are assumed to satisfy the Kirchhoff hypothesis, which is
essentially based on the following three assumptions.
• normals remain straight (they do not bend)
• normals remain unstretched (they keep the same length)
• normals remain normal (they remain orthogonal to the mid-surface)
The Kirchhoff hypothesis implies that the total in-plane displacements utot and vtot at
any point of the membrane x,y,z can be expressed as the sum of the in-plane displace-
ments u and v at x,y and some additional displacements introduced by the rotations of
the shell’s mid surface w,x and w,y. The latter vary linearly across the thickness direc-
tion z, as illustrated in ﬁgure ??. According to the Kirchhoff hypothesis, the transverse
displacement wtot at x,y,z is constant in the thickness direction, i.e. w is only a function
of the in-plane coordinates x,y.
utot(x,y,z) = u(x,y)   zw,x
vtot(x,y,z) = v(x,y)   zw,y
wtot(x,y,z) = w(x,y)
(5.2.1)
Recall the deﬁnition of the Green Lagrange E strains as introduced in chapter 2. Keep
in mind that equal indices indicate normal strains and different indices indicate shear
strains!
Exx = u,x + 1
2 [ u2
,x + v2
,x + w2
,x ]
Eyy = v,y + 1
2 [ u2
,y + v2
,y + w2
,y ]
Ezz = w,z + 1
2 [ u2
,z + v2
,z + w2
,z ]
Exy = 1
2 [u,y + v,x] + 1
2 [ u,xu,y + v,xv,y + w,xw,y ]
Eyz = 1
2 [v,z + w,y] + 1
2 [ u,yu,z + v,yv,z + w,yw,z ]
Ezx = 1
2 [w,x + u,z] + 1
2 [ u,zu,x + v,zv,x + w,zw,x ]
(5.2.2)
In the von Kármán theory, we typically assume that the deformations are small, i.e.
u,x, u,y, v,x, v,y and w,z are of the order O(e). The small strain assumption thus implies
that any multiplicative combination of these terms is of the order O(e2) and can thus
be neglected. However, for shells, it is common to allow the rotations of the transverse
normal w,x and w,y to be moderate. The wording moderate indicates that the multi-
plicative terms w2
,x, w2
,y and w,xw,y cannot be neglected! For small strains and moderate
rotations, the kinematic equations which describe the strain displacement relations for
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thin shells take the following format.
#xx = utot
,x + 1
2 wtot
,x
2 #xy = 1
2 [utot
,y + vtot
,x ] + 1
2 wtot
,x wtot
,y
#yy = vtot
,y + 1
2 wtot
,y
2 #yz = 1
2 [vtot
,z + wtot
,y ]
#zz = wtot
,z #zx = 1
2 [wtot
,x + utot
,z ]
(5.2.3)
By inserting the deﬁnitions of the total displacments utot, vtot and wtot of equation
(5.2.1), we obtain the von Kármán strains
#xx = u,x + 1
2 w2
,x   zw,xx #xy = 1
2 [u,y + v,x] + w,xw,y   zw,xy
#yy = v,y + 1
2 w2
,y   zw,yy #yz = 0
#zz = 0 #zx = 0
(5.2.4)
for the classical von Kármán shell theory. Since we required the transverse normal
to be inextensible, there are no strain components in the out of plane direction, i.e.
#xz = #yz = #zz = 0.
#con #lin
Figure 5.9: Von Kármán strains in cross section – constant terms #con related to in plain strains and
linear terms #lin related to out of plane bending
By taking a closer look at the in plane strains, we realize that both the in plane normal
strains #xx and #yy and the in plane shear strains #xy consist of some contributions #con
which are independent of the z-coordinate and thus constant over the thickness. In
addition, each in plane strain component has one contribution #lin that varies linearly
over the thickness. While the former are related to the in plane deformation in the form
of tension and shear, the latter are related to the out of plane deformation in the form
of bending. The overall deformation of plates and shells can thus be understood as the
superposition of three basic deformation modes, in plane tension and shear and out
of plane bending. These three modes will be treated independently in the following
subsections.
5.2.2 In plane deformation - Tension and shear
Let us ﬁrst elaborate the strain contributions which are constant over the thickness.
These can be related to the notions of in plane tension and shear. An inﬁnitesimal
element of the cell membrane subjected to in plane tensile forces is illustrated in ﬁg-
ure 5.10. As we will see, these equations can be characterized through a second order
differential equation. Due to its particular format it is referred to as Laplace equa-
tion. Here, it relates the second gradient of the transverse displacement w, or rather
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Figure 5.10: Inﬁnitesimal element of the cell membrane with in plane tensile forces nxx and nyy
the curvature or inverse radius, to the transverse pressure pz. The Laplace equation is
essentially a result of the four sets of governing equations, the kinematics, the consti-
tutive equations, the equilibrium equations and the deﬁnition of the stress resultants.
To evaluate the kinematics associated with tension and shear, we take a closer look at
equation (5.2.4) and extract all terms which are independent of the z-coordinate to the
following constitutive equations which relate the in plane strains #xx, #yy and #xy to the
displacements u, v and w.
#xx = u,x + 1
2 w2
,x
#yy = v,y + 1
2 w2
,y
#xy = 1
2 [u,y + v,x ] + w,xw,y
(5.2.5)
Recall the constitutive equation, i.e. the stress strain relations, for a linear elastic ma-
terial which we have introduced in chapter 2. Remember that similar indices denote
normalstressandstraincompontentswhereasdifferentindicesdenoteshearstressand
strain.
sxx = E
1 n2 [#xx + n#yy ]
syy = E
1 n2 [#yy + n#xx ]
sxy = E
1+n #xy
(5.2.6)
From a material scientist’s point of view, tension and shear represent completely differ-
ent physical phenomena. It is not surprising though that they are related through dif-
ferent material constants. Sometimes the notion G = E/[2[1+ n]] or m = E/[2[1+
n]] is used for the material parameter relating shear stress and strain in equation
(5.2.6)3. In the engineering notation, the shear strains #xy are often replaced by the
engineering shear strain gxy = 2#xy and txy = sxy is used for the shear strain in order
to indicate that the microscopic pheneomena that cause shear are truly different from
those that are related to tension and stretch.
Equation (5.2.6) gives us some information about the normal and shear stresses in a
cross section. But what are the force are that act on one particular cross section of the
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shell? You might all remember that stress is force divided by area, so s = N/A. So
you would probably guess that force should be stress multiplied by area, something
like N = s A = sbh, wherethetotalarea A hasbeenexpressedastheproductofthe
width b and the thickness h. Here, we are interested in forces per cross section length
n = N/b. These would be the stresses multiplied by the thickness, n = N/b = s  h.
In a somewhat more general sense, what we just did is we integrated the stresses over
the thickness, n =
R +h/2
 h/2 sdz. You can think of this as determining the area under the
sigma curve in a s over h diagram for h running from h =  1/2 to h = +1/2. So here,
since the stresses are constant over the thickness, the area of interest would simply be
a rectangle. So the integral expression would just render the product of stress times
thinkness,
R +h/2
 h/2 s dz = s  h. Keep in mind, however, that this is not the case for non
constant stresses such as those related to bending! So here are the equations for the
forces per cross section length which are sometimes also referred to as stress resultants
in the structural mechanics literature.
nxx =
R +h/2
 h/2 sxx dz = sxx  h = Eh
[1 n2] [#xx + n#yy ]
nyy =
R +h/2
 h/2 syy dz = syy  h = Eh
[1 n2] [#yy + n#xx ]
nxy =
R +h/2
 h/2 sxy dz = sxy  h = Eh
1+n #xy
(5.2.7)
Here, nxx and nyy are the normal forces per unit length and nxy is the shear force per
unit length. We have implicitly assumed homogeneous material properties across the
thickness, i.e. neither E nor n are functions that vary with z. Typical examples of ma-
terials with varying properties in the z direction would be sandwiched lightweight
structures or composite materials typically found in the airplane industry. For our case
with homogeneous material properties, the notion extensional stiffness is usually in-
troduced for the parameter KN that relates the stress resultants nxx and nyy and strains
#xx and #yy.
nxx = KN [#xx + n#yy ]
nyy = KN [#yy + n#xx ]
with KN =
Eh
[1  n2 ]
... extensional stiffness (5.2.8)
With the forces per unit length, we can now write down the three force equilibrium
equations by just summing up all arrows in ﬁgure 5.10 that point in the same direction
in space. Equilibrium states that the sum of these forces should always be equal to
zero.
å fx
. = 0 :  nxxdy + [nxx + nxx,xdx]dy   nyxdx + [nyx + nyx,xdy]dx = 0
å fy
. = 0 :  nyydx + [nyy + nyy,ydy]dx   nxydy + [nxy + nxy,ydx]dy = 0
å fz
. = 0 :  nxxdyw,x + [nxx + nxx,xdx]dy[w,x + w,xxdx]
 nxydyw,y + [nxy + nyx,xdx]dy[w,y + w,yxdx]
 nyxdx w,x + [nyx + nxy,ydy]dx[w,x + w,xydy]
 nyydx w,y + [nyy + nyy,ydy]dx[w,y + w,yydy] + pz dxdy = 0
(5.2.9)
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To simplify the above equations, we divide each by dxdy and cancel the remaining
terms with dx or dy since those are small when compared to the remaining terms. The
above set of equations can then be reformulated as follows.
å fx
. = 0 : nxx,x + nxy,y = 0
å fy
. = 0 : nyx,x + nyy,y = 0
å fz
. = 0 : [nxx w,x + nxy w,y],x + [nxy w,x + nyy w,y],y + pz = 0
(5.2.10)
Another equation which has not been stated explicitly here is the balance of momen-
tum around the z-axis åmz
. = 0 which immediately tells us that the shear resultants
on the plane must always be in equilibrium as nxy   nyx = 0. Actually, the most rele-
vant of the above equations is the force equilibrium in z-direction. It relates the surface
pressure pz orratherthestressontheshell’ssurfacetoitstransverseoroutofplanedis-
placement w. By writing out the individual derivatives and making use of equations
(5.2.10)1 and (5.2.10)2 we can simplify the force equilibrium in transverse direction to
[nxx w,x +nxy w,y],x +[nxy w,x +nyy w,y],y + pz = nxx w,xx +2nxy w,xy +nyy w,yy + pz =
0. To gain a better understanding of this equation, we will take a closer look at this
expression and elborate it for two special cases, the case of planar equibiaxial tension
and shear.
Equibiaxial tension
Let us assume a state for which the in plane normal stresses are the similar for both di-
rections, i.e. sxx = syy = s, while the shear stress vanishes sxy = 0. Moreover, we shall
assume a uniform extension such that s takes the same values all over the membrane
and is thus independent from the position in space, i.e., s 6= s(x,y,z). In structural
mechanics, this loading situation is called homogeneous equilibiaxial tension. For this
special case, we have nxx = nyy = n and nxy = 0. Accordingly, the force equilibrium in
x- and y-direction (5.2.10)1 and (5.2.10)2 is trivially satiﬁed. The equilibrium of forces
in the transverse direction (5.2.10)3 then reduces to the classical Laplace equation for
membranes,
n[w,xx + w,yy ] + pz = 0 (5.2.11)
which relates the pressure pz to the second gradient of the transverse displacements w
intermsofthesurfacetension n. Mathematicianswouldtypicallyexpressthisequation
in a somewhat more compact notation through the Laplace differential operator D =
r2 = ¶2
¶x2 + ¶2
¶y2 such that w,xx + w,yy = Dw.
pz =  n Dw with n ... surface tension (5.2.12)
Recall that the negative second derivative of the transverse displacement w takes the
interpretation of the curvature k. Accordingly  w,xx = kxx = 1/ry and  w,yy = kyy =
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1/rx are the radii of curvature of the membrane about the y- and x-axis, respectively.
pz =  n[w,xx + w,yy ] = n[kxx + kyy ] = n

1
rx
+
1
ry

(5.2.13)
For equal radii rx = ry = r, equation (5.2.13) reduces to the classical membrane equa-
tion for spheres pz =  nDw = n[1/rx + 1/ry ] = 2n/r similar to the one derived for
soap bubbles Dp = 2g/r in the motivation (5.1.3). Recall that g was introduced as the
surface tension, which is of the unit force per length. The stress resultant n, the force
per cross section length, obviously has the same unit and takes a similar interpretation.
Energy minimization for the soap bubble problem Let us brieﬂy turn back to the
soap bubble problem. Although maybe a bit more cumbersome, we can, of course,
derive the equilibrium equations through energy principles as well. We thus want to
look for the minimum of the overall energy W with respect to all dependent quantities.
Unlike in the bubble example where the kinematic unknown was just the radius r the
unknowns in our formulation here are the displacements u, v and w. Similar to the
soap bubble problem, the minimum of the overall energy W with respect to variations
in displacements u, v and w can be expressed through the vanishing ﬁrst variation dW
with respect to the individual unknowns.
W(u,v,w) ! min dW(u,v,w) = dW
int + dW
ext . = 0
The internal and external virtual work dWint and dWext can then be speciﬁed as follows.
dWint =
R
A
R +h/2
 h/2 sxx d#xx + 2sxy d#xy + syy d#yy dA
=
R
A nxx d#con
xx + 2nxy d#con
xy + nyy d#con
yy dzdA
dWext =
R
A pdw dA
Energy considerations can sometimes be very illustrative. They immediately provide
information about the so called energy conjugate pairs. For example, from the above
expression, you can easily see that the shear stresses sxy are energetically conjugate
to the shear strains #xy or that the normal stress resultants nxx are conjugate to the
corresponding strains #con
xx which are constant over the thickness. The entire set of equi-
librium equations (5.2.10) can be extracted from the energy formulation by making use
of the kinematic equations and expressing the strains through the displacements. Then
we would perform an integration by parts and sort all contributions with respect to du,
dv and dw. Each related term would then represent one of the equilibrium equations
stated in equation (5.2.10). In this context, the equilibrium equations would be referred
to as the Euler-Lagrange equations.
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Surface strain
To this point, we have only looked into changes of geometry in each direction indepen-
dently. Sometimes it is interesting to know the response of a two-dimensional element,
say in terms of the membrane area A. What is the relation between the applied pres-
sure and the change of an area element of the shell mid-surface? Let us ﬁrst deﬁne a
measure for this change in area. By increasing the pressure pz, or rather by blowing
up the soap bubble in section 5.1.2, a small square shell element of initial area A = L2
will increase its area to a = l2 = [1 + #]2L2. Accordingly, the dimensionless change is
deﬁned as the ratio between the deformed and the initial area, DA = a/ A. Similar
to the one dimensional strain DL/L = [l   L]/L = # which is nothing but the length
change DL scaled by the original length L, we could thus introduce a two dimensional
area strain as the area change DA scaled by the original area A.
DA
A
=
a   A
A
=
[1+ #]2L2   L2
L2 = 2# + #2  2# (5.2.14)
Here, we have made use of the assumption of small strains and therefore neglected
the quadratic term O(#2). In the case of equibiaxial tension with nxx = nyy = n,
the in plane force equilibrium (5.2.7)1, and similarly (5.2.7)2, can obviously be further
simpliﬁed. With the help of #xx = #yy = # with # = [DA/ A]/2, equation (5.2.7)1 can
then be rewritten in the following form.
n =
Eh
1  n2 [#xx + n#yy ] =
Eh
1  n2 [1+ n]# =
Eh
2[1  n]
DA
A
(5.2.15)
TheproportionalityfactorofYoung’smodulus E devidedby [1 n] scaledbythethick-
ness h is often referred to as area expansion modulus KA = [Eh]/2[1  n]. It relates
the membrane forces n and the area strain DA/ A.
n = KA
DA
A
with KA =
Eh
2[1  n]
... area expansion modulus (5.2.16)
You can easily check that it has the dimensions of force per length similar to the stress
resultant n. Typical values of the area expansion modulus for lipid bilayers are in the
range of KA = 0.1   1.0 N/m. The cell membrane of red blood cells, for example, has
an area expansion modulus of approximately KA = 0.45 N/m. This value is incredibly
huge as compared to the other moduli which indicates that cell membranes can be
treated as nearly incompressible. The large resistance to area change can be attributed
to the changes in energy associated with exposing the hydrophobic core of the lipid
bilayer to water as the spacing between the individual molecules is increased.
Shear
Until now, we have assumed that the in plane normal stresses are the similar for both
directions and that the shear term vanishes. A typical loading scenario that would
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involve shear though is the application of tension in one direction, say sxx such that
the membrane stretches in x direction while it contracts under smaller tension syy in
the y direction. Although we only apply normal stresses of different magnitude and
we do not apply shear stress in the original coordinate system where sxy = 0, surfaces
oriented under an angle of 45o exhibit pure shear stress which is of the magnitude
sxy = [sxx   syy ]/2. Biological membranes, in particular the lipid bilayer that forms
the cell membrane, hardly display any resistance to shear. In that sense, they behave
like ﬂuids and are therefore often treated as a two-dimensional liquids. You can sim-
ply check the lack of shear resistance by putting a ﬂat plate on the surface of water.
The force you need to apply to move the plate around is relatively small as compared
to, for instance, the force you would need in order to press it down. This characteris-
tic behavior is reﬂected through a relatively small shear modulus G = E/[2[1 + n]]
and a relatively large bulk or rather volume expansion modulus K = E/[3[1   2n]].
From the constitutive equation introduced in chapter 2, we can extract the stress strain
relation for the shear component sxy = E/[1 + n]#xy = 2G #xy. It introduces the
following constitutive relation between the shear stress resultant nxy = sxy h and the
shear strain #xy.
nxy = KS #xy with KS = 2G h =
Eh
1+ n
... membrane shear stiffness (5.2.17)
Here, we have introduced the membrane shear stiffness KS = 2G h = [ Eh]/[1+ n,],
which has the unit force per length. The cell membrane of a red blood cell would
have a typical value of KS = 6   9  10 6 N/m. This value is extremely small, es-
pecically when compared to the area expansion modulus of red blood cell membranes
KA = 0.45 N/m. This indicates that the effect of shear can usually be neglected under
static loading. However, it might play a signiﬁcant role under dynamic loading con-
ditions: Fluids typically display a signiﬁcant strain rate sensitivity, an effect which is
referred to as viscosity.
The ﬂuid mosiac model What does a low shear stiffness mean for a cell? We have
seen that different biological membranes have different functions depending on the
proteins associated with their membrane. The low shear resistance indicates that mem-
brane proteins and lipids can easily diffuse laterally or sideways throughout the mem-
brane, giving it its characteristic appearance of a ﬂuid rather than a solid. This prop-
erty was ﬁrst recognized by Singer and Nicolson in 1972 who coined the notion of the
ﬂuid mosaic model [11]. The ﬂuid mosaic model of lipid bilayer membranes is a two-
dimensional ﬂuid, or liquid crystal, in which the hydrophobic integral components
such as lipids and membrane proteins are constrained within the plane of the mem-
brane, but are free to diffuse laterally. From a mechanics point of view, biomembranes
can thus be understood as ﬂuids as they bear very little resistance to shear.
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5.2.3 Transverse deformation - Bending
In the previous subsection, we have elaborated the contributions to the strains which
are constant over the thickness and could be related to in plane tension and shear. Let
us now examine the contributions which vary linearly over the thickness. These con-
tributions are related to the transverse displacement w or rather its second derivative.
From a structural mechanics point of view they introduce a phenomenon which is re-
ferred to as bending, as illustrated in ﬁgure 5.11.
myy myy
pz
Figure 5.11: Inﬁnitesimal element of the cell membrane with pressure pz and bending moment myy
In this section, we derive the classical Kirchhoff plate equation, a fourth order differen-
tial equation that essentially governs the transverse displacement or rather out of plane
deﬂection w in response to a given pressure pz acting in the out-of-plane direction z.
The plate equation is a result of four sets of governing equations, the kinematics, the
constitutive equations, the deﬁnition of the stres resultants and the equilibrium equa-
tionswhichareillustratedindetailinthesequel. Similartotheprevioussubsection, we
begin by taking a look at equation (5.2.4). This time, we extract all non constant terms
that involve the z-coordinate. The resulting kinematic equations relate the in in plane
normal strains #xx and #yy and the in plane shear strain #xy to the second derivatives of
the membrane deﬂection w,xx, w,yy and w,xy.
#xx =  w,xx z = kxx z
#yy =  w,yy z = kyy z
#xy =  w,xy z = kxy z
(5.2.18)
Recall that, from a kinematical point of view, the second derivatives of the deﬂection
represent the curvatures  w,xx = kxx,  w,yy = kyy and  w,xy = kxy. From chapter
2, we can extract the relevant constitutive equations, i.e. the equations relating stress
and strain. In particular they relate the in plane normal stresses sxx and syy and the in
plane shear stress sxy to the corresponding strains # or curvatures k
sxx = E
1 n2 [#xx + n#yy ] = E
1 n2 [kxx + nkyy ] z
syy = E
1 n2 [#yy + n#xx ] = E
1 n2 [kyy + nkxx ] z
sxy = E
1+n #xy = E
1+n kxy z
(5.2.19)
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Similar to the previous section, we could rewrite the last equation of this set as sxy =
G #xy where G = E
2[1+n] is the shear modulus. Equation (5.2.19) tells us something
about the stresses in a particular cross section. Stresses, however, cannot be directly
used to evaluate equilibrium. To state the equilibrium equations, we therefore de-
rive the stress resultants mxx, myy and mxy in terms of corresponding stresses inte-
grated over the surface thickness h. These resultants are the moments per cross section
length which unlike the forces introduced in the previous section are not continuous
across the cross section. Therefore, as indicated before, we really have to evaluate them
through an integration across the thickness.
mxx =
R +h/2
 h/2 sxx zdz = Eh3
12[1 n2] [kxx + nkyy ]
myy =
R +h/2
 h/2 syy zdz = Eh3
12[1 n2] [kyy + nkxx ]
mxy =
R +h/2
 h/2 sxy zdz = Eh3
12[1+n] kxy
(5.2.20)
Unlike in the previous section, where the stress resultants had the charcter of forces
per length we have now introduced resultants which are of the unit force times length
per length which is characteristic for distributed moments. By assuming a uniform
thickness and homogeneous material properties across the thickness, we can introduce
the membrane bending stiffness KB =
R +h/2
 h/2
E
1 n2 z2 dz = Eh3
12[1 n2 ]. The equilibrium
equations for bending which can be motivated from ﬁgure 5.11 consist of the force
equilibrium in z-direction and the equilibrium of momentum around the x- and y-axis.
å fx
. = 0 :  nxxdy + [nxx + nxx,xdx]dy   nyxdx + [nyx + nyx,xdy]dx = 0
å fy
. = 0 :  nyydx + [nyy + nyy,ydy]dx   nxydy + [nxy + nxy,ydx]dy = 0
å fz
. = 0 :  nxxdyw,x + [nxx + nxx,xdx]dy[w,x + w,xxdx]
 nxydyw,y + [nxy + nyx,xdx]dy[w,y + w,yxdx]
 nyxdx w,x + [nyx + nxy,ydy]dx[w,x + w,xydy]
 nyydx w,y + [nyy + nyy,ydy]dx[w,y + w,yydy] + pz dxdy = 0
(5.2.21)
Just like for the in plane deformation equilibrium, we divide each equation by dxdy
and cancel the remaining terms with dx or dy which are small when compared to
the remaining terms. The remaining terms then yield the following simpliﬁed set of
equations.
å fz
. = 0 qx,x + qy,y + pz = 0
åmy
. = 0 mxx,x + myx,y   qx = 0
åmx
. = 0 myy,y + mxy,x   qy = 0
(5.2.22)
With the use of the x-derivative of the balance of momentum (5.2.22)2 q,xx = mxx,xx +
myx,yx, the y-derivative of the balance of momentum (5.2.22)3 q,yy = myy,yy +mxy,xy and
the fact that mxy,xy = myx,yx, we can rewrite the balance of forces in thickness direction
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(5.2.22)1. The equilibrium equations (5.2.22) can thus be summarized in just one simple
equation.
mxx,xx + 2mxy,xy + myy,yy + pz = 0 (5.2.23)
The above equation can be reformulated by inserting the deﬁnition of the stress re-
sultants, by making use of the constitutive equations and the kinematic assuptions to
ﬁnally yield the classical fourth order differential equation for thin plates, the Kirchhoff
plate equation.
pz = KB [w,xxxx + 2w,xxyy + w,yyyy ] (5.2.24)
It relates the pressure pz to the fourth gradient of the transverse displacements w in
terms of the bending stiffness KB. Mathematicians would rewrite the plate equation in
compact notation in terms of the Laplace differential operator D = r2 = ¶2
¶x2 + ¶2
¶y2.
pz = KB D2w with KB =
Eh3
12[1  n2]
... membrane bending stiffness (5.2.25)
Typical values for the membrane bending stiffness KB are in the order of 10 19 Nm for
lipid bilayers such as the cell membrane of the red blood cell. This is a really low value
as compared to the area expansion modulus KA. It is even low when compared to the
membrane shear modulus KS! This indicates that the effect of bending is of minor or-
der in biomembranes. This is not surprising though since membrane structures are,
by their very deﬁnition, structures that try to achieve an optimal stiffness to weight
ratio by carrying loads exclusively through in plane normal forces and avoiding out of
plane bending as much as possible!
Energy minimization Again, we can write derive the equilibrium equations through
an energy principle. To this end, we would minimize the overall energy with respect
to the transvere displacement w, or, equivalently, evaluate its vanishing ﬁrst variation
dW with respect to w.
W(w) ! min dW(w) = dW
int + dW
ext . = 0
The internal and external energy expression could then be expressed as follows.
dWint =
R
A
R +h/2
 h/2 sxx d#xx + 2sxy d#xy + syy d#yy dzdA
=
R
A mxx dkxx + 2mxy dkxy + myy dkyy dA
dWext =
R
A pdw dA
We can immediately see that the stress resultants m are energetically conjugate to the
curvature k. Again, by carrying out an intergration by parts, energy minimization
would yield the equilibrium equations (5.2.22) which in that context, would be referred
to as the Euler-Lagrange equations.
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In plane vs transverse deformation - Tension vs bending
For the sake of clarity, we have treated the load cases of tension and bending as in-
dividual phenomena so far. Of course, in reality, both usually occur simultaneously,
however, most of the times one really dominates the other. An overall description
that captures both phenomena and is thus representative for biomembranes in gen-
eral summarizes both transverse force equilibrium equations (5.2.10)3 and (5.2.22)1 or
rather equations (5.2.11) and (5.2.24) in one single equation.
n[w,xx + w,yy ]   KB [w,xxxx + 2w,xxyy + w,yyyy ] + pz = 0 (5.2.26)
The ratio between the two constants n and KB would then immediately tell us which of
the two phenomena is dominant. Let w be the transverse displacement and l be a char-
acteristic length over which these transverse displacements may vary. The membrane
term would thus scale with nw/l2 while the bending term scales with KB w/l4. The
ratio of these scaling factors KB /[nl2] could give us an indication of whether tension
or bending is relevant under the given conditons.
KB
nl2  1 tension dominated
KB
nl2  1 bending dominated
(5.2.27)
A typical value for cells at KB = 10 18Nm, n = 5  105N/m and l = 1mm would be
KB
nl2 = 0.02 which would indicate that in biological cells, membrane effects are typically
dominant over bending.
5.3 Summary
5.4 Problems
Problem 5.1 - Visualization of surface tension
We have seen that surface tension is important to give the cell membrane its spherial
shape. A way to visualize surface tension is to ﬂoat a paper clip on the surface of water.
Think of other ways to illustrate surface tension!
If you ﬁll a glass with water, you will be able to add water above the rim of the glass
because of surface tension! Small insects such as the water strider can walk on water
because their weight is not enough to penetrate the surface.
Problem 5.2 - Platonic solids
Lookupthenumberofsidesandthe surfacetovolumeratiofortheﬁveplatonicsolids.
Show that the surface to volume ratio decreases with increasing number of sides. Com-
pare your results against the surface to volume ratio of a sphere with inﬁnely many
sides.
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Figure 5.12: Visualization of surface tension: A paper clip ﬂoating on the surface of water and a water
strider walking on water
solid no of sides volume surface
tetrahedron 4 1 cubic inch 7.21 square inches
cube 6 1 cubic inch 6.00 square inches
octahedron 8 1 cubic inch 5.72 square inches
dodecahedron 12 1 cubic inch 5.32 square inches
icosahedron 20 1 cubic inch 5.15 square inches
sphere ¥ 1 cubic inch 4.84 square inches
Table 5.1: Surface to volume ratio of platonic solids
Problem 5.3 - Von Kármán strains
In the text, we have described the derivation of the von Kármán strains
#xx = u,x + 1
2 w2
,x   zw,xx #xy = 1
2 [u,y + v,x] + w,xw,y   zw,xy
#yy = v,y + 1
2 w2
,y   zw,yy #yz = 0
#zz = 0 #zx = 0
in words. Verify these equations by following what is described in the text in going
from the nonlinear Green Lagrange strains E to the small strains # by neglecting higher
order terms. Make sure you understand which terms can be neglected and why! Then,
insert the deﬁnitions of the total displacments utot, vtot and wtot to end up with the
Kármán strains.
Problem 5.4 - Membrane equation
You have seen that the force equilibrium in transverse direction nxx w,xx + 2nxy w,xy +
nyy w,yy + pz = 0 is really important. In the text we have described how this simpliﬁed
form can be obtained from the more general format [nxx w,x + nxy w,y],x + [nxy w,x +
nyy w,y],y + pz = 0 by making use of equations (5.2.10)1 and (5.2.10)2. Verify that the
two expressions above are identical!
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